Who can collect the most nonsense figures?
This is included:
36 picture strips
4 Mix-Max strips

The wild Mix-Max Nonsense Tournament
– Who can collect the most figures?
(For 2 to 4 players aged 4 years and up)
Game set-up
Sort the picture strips according to hats, faces,
abdomens and legs. Make four equal piles. Shuffle
the Mix-Max strips and lay them face down beside
the four piles.
Off you go!
The youngest player begins. Then take turns in a
clockwise direction. Is it your turn? Then turn over
any Mix-Max strip. Now take the top strip from the
corresponding pile.

Example: If you turn over the Mix-Max strip with the
hat, then take the top strip from the hat pile.
Lay the picture strip face up in front of you. You
may turn over the strips in front of you at any time.
Return the Mix-Max strip face down and shuffle
briefly. Now, the player on your left takes their turn.
Oh no! Has the corresponding pile been used up?
That’s a pity! Unfortunately, you may not take any

picture strip in this round.
The picture strips
You may collect any number of figures at the same
time during the game. Furthermore, you may also
choose freely, which picture strip you add to which
figure. One figure must always consist of a hat, face,
abdomen and legs. Have you completed a figure?
Super! Then lay it to one side.
End of the tournament
Have you used up all four piles? Then that’s the end
of the Mix-Max Nonsense Tournament. Count up your
points:
cc
For every complete figure – consisting of any 4
picture (hat, face, abdomen and legs) – you score
1 point.
cc
For every complete original figure – consisting of
4 matching picture strips – you score 2 points.
The player with the most points wins. In the event of
a tie, there is more than one winner.

Alternative option for older players:

Compose your favourite figure

(Free play for 1 player)
You don’t need the four Mix-Max strips. Compose
your favourite figure using the picture strips. There is
no end to your imagination. What should it look like?
What do you particularly like about this figure?
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